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ABSTRACT Constrained by the limited resource, high-latency and high bit error rate, the existing group key
management schemes for the space network are inefficient. To solve this problem, we proposed a centralized
and identity-based key management scheme by using McEliece public-key cryptosystem (PKC). In this
scheme, the node identity is used as the parameter to generate the public key. Therefore, the authentication
can be embedded into the verification of the public key without needing the PKI. The group key is distributed
with the protection of the public key so that the group key management scheme can be implemented
safely. Furthermore, the McEliece public-key cryptosystem can resist the quantum attack and provide error
correction capacity. It improves the efficiency of the group key distribution over the noisy channel. The
proposed key management scheme is simulated on OPNET. The security of public-key generation, forward
secrecy, backward secrecy and performance are analyzed. The results show that our scheme can provide
confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation, failure tolerance and error correction. In addition,
the computation overhead and rounds of interaction are lower than former work.

INDEX TERMS Centralized key management, failure tolerance, McEliece PKC, space network, verifiable
public key.

I. INTRODUCTION
The space network (SN) [1] consists of various satellite
constellations and control centers. Due to the openness and
complexity of space network, its key management faces great
challenges. To ensure integrity and confidentiality, the cryp-
tosystem is widely used in SN communication. Various key
management schemes are designed to support these cryp-
tosystems. They provide identification, authentication, access
control, initialization and update of the group key [2] for
space communication.

The key management schemes can be summarized into
three categories by their characteristic [3]: centralized key
management, distributed key management and decentralized
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key management. In centralized key management, a central-
ized key distribution center (KDC) is employed for control-
ling the key management. It is fully trusted and responsible
for generation, distribution and update of the key. The cen-
tralized key management schemes take a high efficiency [4].
Themajor drawback is that it needs high storage overhead and
may cause a single-point failure. In the distributed key man-
agement schemes, there is no central controller. The group
key is generated through a threshold secret sharing scheme
(TSSS). When the group key needs to be updated, all the
members publish their secret shares to other members. Each
member generates or recovers the group key by the received
secret shares. The advantage of the distributed key manage-
ment is that there is no single-point failure and key escrow.
But the generation of group key takes a multi-round of
interaction. In the decentralized key management, the group
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is split into several subgroups or multiple clusters [5]. The
cluster head is used to manage each subgroup or cluster.
The failure of one cluster head will not affect the other clus-
ters. However, the communication between different clusters
needs the delivery of the cluster head, which increases the
delay.

Recently, many centralized key management schemes
based on LKH are presented. In [6], the consumption of
rekeying is reduced by improving the original LKH scheme.
Amodification of the LKH-based keymanagement scheme is
proposed in [7]. A one-encryption key and multi-decryption
key protocol is used to generate and distribute the group key.
However, the computation overhead and interaction round
of initialization and rekeying are higher than other schemes.
In the key management presented in [8], the public cryp-
tosystem with public key infrastructure (PKI) is used to pro-
vide authentication for the GNSS system. It is inefficient in
large-scale space network. The key management based on
multi-servers is presented in [9] to avoid single-point fail-
ure. But it doesn’t provide identification. The certificateless
group key management scheme is present in [10]. However,
it needs many rounds of interaction to verify and distribute
the group key, which costs a long time. The decentralized
key management scheme is usually put forward in large-scale
networks, Ad hoc networks and Internet of Things (IoT).
The hierarchical key management scheme is presented to
reduce the computation overhead and bandwidth overhead
of rekeying in the satellite networks [11]. The efficiency
is improved by extending the tree-based key management
to multi-cluster. But the communication between different
hierarchies increases the delay and node load. Many ECC-
based distributed key management schemes are presented by
the researchers. In [12], the ECC cryptosystem is used to
provide integrity, confidentiality and verification without the
requirement of PKI. Another ECC-based key management
scheme is presented by Hsiao et al. in 2019 [13]. But it needs
the support of PKI. A certificateless public-key cryptosystem
based on ECC is employed to design the key management
scheme in [14]. In this scheme, the nodes in the wireless
sensor network (WSN) are divided into different clusters.
Four kinds of keys are used to guarantee the security of the
communication. The flaw is that it needs multiple rounds of
interaction, which leads to greater delay. In 2018, Ali et al.
proposed a distributed key management based on ECC [15].
However, it takes a huge message overhead and interaction
round in the initialization phase. More serious is that it cannot
identify the malicious node. Harbi et al. proposed an ECC-
based key management for the IoT [16]. However, it needs
multiple rounds to authenticate the new nodes. Therefore,
most of the keymanagement schemes used inWSN or IoT are
unsuitable for space network since the multi-round of inter-
activity is inefficient in the noisy and delayed environment.

From the above, we can see that the centralized key
management scheme either does not provide authentica-
tion or provides authentication with the support of PKI. The
distributed key management scheme takes many rounds of

interaction which leads to a large delay. The decentralized
key management scheme increases the transfer delay and
node load. All of them are inefficient in long-distance and
large-scale space networks. To design a key management
scheme that can meet the above requirement, the McEliece
cryptosystem is introduced. The McEliece cryptosystem is
a public-key cryptosystem based on algebraic coding the-
ory, which provides error correction and resistance against
quantum attacks. The application of the original McEliece
cryptosystem is constrained by its large public key size.
In [17], the McEliece cryptosystem based on a quasi-cyclic
moderate density parity check (QC-MDPC) is proposed to
against all of the known attacks while decreasing the key size.
Another advantage is that it is a lightweight cryptosystem
[18] and secure than QC-LDPC with the same code length.
Thus, an identity-based group key management scheme is
designed by using the McEliece cryptosystem in this work,
which provides authentication, secure group keymanagement
and verifiable public key management without a certificate.

The contributions of this paper are shown as follows:
(I) A verifiable public key generation scheme, which is based
on QC-MDPC code and the node identity, is designed. The
public key is verified without the requirement of a certifi-
cate. What’s more, it can resist the quantum attack and pro-
vide error correction capacity. (II) A group key management
scheme is proposed by using the Hash function. The method
of generation, distribution and update of the group key is
designed. (III) The proposed scheme is simulated and its
security is analyzed. (IV) The proposed scheme is compared
with other schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as below: In
section 2, the QC-MDPC code-basedMcEliece cryptosystem
is described. In Section 3, the identity-based and verifiable
public key management scheme is presented. The generation
and distribution of the group key are designed. The procedure
of the KDC election is described. In Section 4, the security
is analyzed. The simulation test and the performance are
analyzed in section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.

II. PRELIMINARY
A. CONSTRUCTION OF QC-MDPC CODE
We gather here a few basic definitions which are used in this
paper.
Definition 1 (Quasi-Cyclic Code): An (n, r)-linear code is

quasi-cyclic (QC) if there is some integer n0 such that every
cyclic shift of a codeword by n0 places is again a codeword.
Definition 2 (LDPC/MDPC Codes): An (n, r,w)-LDPC

or MDPC code is a linear code of length n, codimen-
sion r which admits a parity-check matrix of constant row
weight w.
The MDPCMcEliece cryptosystem was proposed to resist

the attacks caused by the sparse of LDPC code. The dif-
ference is that the MDPC is denser than LDPC, which the
row weight is approximately O(

√
nlog n). When these codes
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are also quasi-cyclic, we call them QC-MDPC or QC-LDPC
codes.

To achieve a flexibility code rate, we usually construct the
parity check H as H = [H0|H1| · · · |Hm−1] ∈ F r×n2 , where
n = mr for m, r ∈ Z∗, r is the block size of Hi. Each Hi
has row weight wi so that w =

∑m−1
i=0 wi. Thus the generator

matrix G can be computed by formula (1):

G =

I(m−1)×r
(H−1m−1H0)T

(H−1m−1H1)T

...

(H−1m−1Hm−2)
T

 (1)

The construction of (n, r,w)-QC-MDPC code is as
following:

Step1: Choose a code length n and block size r . Generate
the vector hi ∈ F r2 with length r and weight w/m at random,
where m = n/r is the number of blocks.

Step2: Generate the circulant sub-matrix Hi ∈ F r×r2 ,
in which the first row is defined by vector hi. The other r − 1
rows of Hi are obtained from the r − 1 cyclic shifts of hi.
Step3: Obtain the check matrix H = [H0|H1| · · · |Hm−1].

B. MCELIECE CRYPTOSYSTEM BASED ON QC-MDPC
CODE
The McEliece cryptosystem based on QC-MDPC code con-
sists of key generation, encryption algorithm and decryption
algorithm.

1) KEY GENERATION
The keys include public key (G, t) and private key H . The
private key is a parity-check matrix H ∈ F r×n2 of a t-error-
correcting (n, r,w)-QC-MDPC code. The public key is the
generator matrix G ∈ F (n−r)×n

2 in a row reduced echelon
form. It can be computed by formula (1).

2) ENCRYPTION
Firstly, An error vector e ∈ Fn2 of Hamming weight wt(e) ≤ t
is chosen randomly. Here, t = n/w is the error correction
capacity, wt(e) is the Hamming weight of e. Then the cipher-
text can be obtained byC = MG+e, whereM is the plaintext.

3) DECRYPTION
Compute MG by using the decoding algorithm. Then extract
the plaintext M from the first n− r columns of MG.

III. THE CENTRALIZED KEY MANAGEMENT SCHEME
BASED ON MCELIECE PKC
As mentioned above, a certificateless key management
scheme that provides authentication, integrality, public key
management and group key management is required eagerly
in the space networks. Furthermore, it is better tolerant of
single-point failure. In this section, an identity-based key
management scheme based on McEliece PKC is presented,
which meets the requirements all above. It consists of the
establishment of the public key and group key, rekeying for

FIGURE 1. The flow chart of the proposed key management scheme.

nodes’ joint, rekeying for nodes’ leaving and KDC election
algorithm. The flow chart of the proposed key management
is shown in FIGURE. 1.

As shown in FIGURE. 1, the flow chart of proposed key
management for satellite network consists of The establish-
ment of keys, rekeying for nodes’ joint or leaving and KDC
election. The establishment of keys includes the design of
verifiable McEliece public key generation scheme, the gen-
eration of the public key and the generation of the group key.
The detail is as below.

A. DESIGN OF VERIFIABLE MCELIECE PUBLIC KEY
GENERATION SCHEME
As the QC-MDPC code-based cryptosystem is lightweight, it
is suitable to be used in the space network for key manage-
ment. Thus a QC-MDPC code-based public key generation
scheme is designed, which embeds identity in the verification
of public key so that the space nodes can authenticate each
other by computing their public key. The detail is as follow-
ing.

1) GENERATION OF THE PUBLIC KEY AND PRIVATE KEY FOR
KDC
The procedure of public key generation and private key gen-
eration for KDC is as below:

Step1: TheKDC randomly chooses vector hkdc0 , hkdc1 , · · · ,
hkdcm−1 with weight w/m. Here, w is the weight of (n, r,w)-
QC-MDPC code, m is the number of sub-matrix.
Step2: The KDC constructs a check matrix Hkdc =[
Hkdc0Hkdc1 . . .Hkdcm−1

]
by the method in subsection A of

section 2.
Step3: The KDC computes the generator matrix Gkdc by

using formula (1) and publishes it.
Without loss of generality, we setm = 2 and w =

√
n log n

in this work.

2) GENERATION OF THE PUBLIC KEY AND PRIVATE KEY FOR
SPACE NODES
The generation and verification of the public-private key-
pairs for space nodes are as below:
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Step 1: For each node i, the KDC randomly chooses a
vector si with a weight of 3

√
w/2 and publishes it.

Step 2: Node i generates its circulant sub-matrix Si by si
and chooses vector hi,2 and hi,3. Here, wt(hi,2) = 3

√
w/2,

wt(hi,3) = w/2. Then generate the circulant sub-matrixes
Hi,2 and Hi,3. Since the number of sub-matrix is m = 2,
the Hamming weight of left and right sub-matrix inH should
less than or equal to w/2.

Step 3: Node i maps its ID to a binary sequence hIDi by
using formula (2).

hIDi = hash(IDi) (2)

Here, the collision-free hash function is hash : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}∗. Then hIDi is transformed to a binary sequence hbIDi
so that wt(hbIDi ) =

3
√
w/2. The right-hand side of hbIDi is

filed with ‘‘0’’ to generate the vector hi,1. The matrix Hi,1
is generated by shifting hi,1 cyclically, which is shown in
formula (3):

Hi,1 =

 hi,11 · · · hi,1r
...

. . .
...

hi,12 · · · hi,11

 (3)

Step 4: Node i computes its check matrix Hi by formula
(4). The private key is Hi. The vector hi,2 and hi,3 are kept
secretly.

Hi =
[
Hi,3|Hi,2Hi,1Si

]
(4)

Step 5: Node i computes a witness value Ri = H−1i,2 Hi,3
and publishes the first row ri. Then node i obtains its public
key Gi as formula (5):

Gi=
[
I |((Hi,2Hi,1Si)−1Hi,3)T

]
=

[
I |(S−1i H−1i,1 H

−1
i,2 Hi,3)

T
]
(5)

Step 6: KDC and other nodes compute and verify the public
key of node i by formula (6):

Giverify =
[
I |(S−1i H−1i,1 Ri)

T
]

(6)

When KDC and other nodes need to transmit secret to node
i, they encrypt the secret by using Giverify . It’s obvious that
Giverify = Gi. Note that Si, Ri and all of the sub-matrixes Hi,j
are overcoming probability invertible since they are circulant.

3) ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION ALGORITHM
The message can be encrypted by the McEliece public key
through formula (7):

C = MG+ e (7)

whereM is the message, e is a random vector with Hamming
weight wt(e) ≤ t and t = n/w. When the ciphertext is
received by nodes or KDC, they obtain MG by using the
decoding algorithm and extract the plaintextM from the first
n− r columns of MG.

B. GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE PUBLIC KEY
AND GROUP KEY
Generate and distribute the public key and group key is the
main work in the initialization stage of the proposed key
management scheme. The parameters n, r,w,m and t need
to be set before the proposed key management scheme starts
to work. The symbols used in the following algorithms are
described below: si, hi,2, hi,3 are random vectors, IDi is the
identity of node i, Ri is the witness value, Gi is the public
key of node i, Hi is the private key of node i, Giverify is the
verifiable public key of node i, DEK is the group key, a1 is
a random vector, DEKpki is the encrypted group key which
using the public key of node i. The procedure is described as
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Generation and Distribution of the Public Key
and Group Key

Input: n, r,w,m, t, si, hi,2, hi,3, IDi, a1
Output: Ri, Gi, Hi, Giverify , DEK
/∗ Generate the verifiable public key and private key for
all of the nodes. Generate and distribute the group key
∗/

1 KDC: Publishes (n, r,w,m, t);
2 for i← 1 to N
3 All nodes: Computes and stores Giverify by formula

(6);
4 KDC: Computes DEK ← hash(a1)
5 KDC: Computes DEKpki ;
6 KDC: Sends DEKpki to node i;
7 end for

The receiver decrypts DEKpki by using its private key and
obtains the group key DEK .

C. REKEYING FOR NODES’ JOINT
When a new node is jointing, it sends a request to KDC.
After KDC and other members’ verification, the rekeying is
triggered. The procedure is described as Algorithm 2.

The rekeying is usually periodic. When a request for joint-
ing or leaving is sent to KDC, the operation of rekeying is
triggered and the timer is reset.

D. REKEYING FOR NODES’ LEAVING
If a node is leaving, it sends a request to KDC. Then the
rekeying is triggered. The procedure is as below:

Step 1: KDC removes the public key of the leaving node
from its table.

Step 2: KDC randomly chooses a vector a1 and generates
the new group key by DEK = hash(a1).
Step 3: KDC encrypts the new group key with each nodes’

public key and sends it to them.
Step 4: Each node decrypts the new group key by its private

key and updates the group key.
Since the public key of any node is re-computed when it

joints to a new group or returns to the original group, there is
no need to revoke its public key.
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Algorithm 2 Rekeying for Nodes’ Joint
Input: n, r,w,m, t, si, hi,2, hi,3, IDi, a1
Output: Ri, Gi, Hi, Giverify , DEK
/∗ Node i generates its public key and private key. KDC
and other nodes verify the public key of node i. KDC
generates and distributes the new group key ∗/

1 Node i: Sends a request to KDC;
2 KDC: Randomly chooses a vector si for node i and

publishes it;
3 Node i: Generates Hi,2← hi,2 and Hi,3← hi,3,

computes Hi and Gi by formula (4) and (5).
4 Node i: Computes Ri = H−1i,2 Hi,3 and publishes the first

row ri;
5 KDC and other nodes: Compute and store Giverify ;
6 for i← 1 to N
7 KDC: Computes DEK ← hash(a1);
8 KDC: Computes DEKpki ;
9 KDC: Sends DEKpki to node i;
10 end for

E. KDC ELECTION ALGORITHM
The proposed scheme is tolerant for the single-point failure
by using the KDC election mechanism. When the KDC is
failed, the group member can elect a new KDC. The detail is
as below:

Step 1: One of the remaining node i computes a chal-
lenge message (IDi, (IDi)pki )EDEK and sends it to other nodes
in the group. Here, (IDi)pki is the encryption of IDi by using
the public key pki, (x)EDEK denotes that encrypt x by using
the group key DEK .

Step 2: Each of the nodes except node i decrypts the
challenge message by using ((IDi, (IDi)pki )EDEK )DDEK . Then
obtains IDi and (IDi)pki . Here, (x)DDEK denotes decrypt x by
using the group key DEK .
Step 3: Each of the nodes except node i encrypts IDi by

using the verifiable public key of node i. They will obtain an
encrypted value ID′i.
Step 4: Each of the nodes except node i compares ID′i

with (IDi)pki which is obtained in step 2. If the identity of
the sender equals to IDi and ID′i = (IDi)pki , keeps silent.
Otherwise, computes numdisagree = numdisagree + 1 and
broadcasts numdisagree.
Step 5: All of the nodes check that if numdisagree ≤ N/3.

If it is true, update its KDC to node i. Else, start the next round
of the election.

The procedure is described as Algorithm 3.
By using the KDC election algorithm, the newKDC can be

elected so that the single point failure can be avoid absolutely.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the security of McEliece public key gener-
ation scheme, backward and forward secrecy and collusion
attack are analyzed. The security analysis of McEliece public
key generation scheme consists of the key recover attack,
the information set attack and the GJS attack.

Algorithm 3 KDC Election Algorithm
Input: IDi, (IDi)pki
Output: node i
/∗ elect the new KDC from the remaining nodes ∗/
/∗ (IDi)pki is the encrypted identity of node i by
using its public key, (x)EDEK is the encryption of x with
group key DEK , (x)DDEK is the decryption of x with
group key DEK , ID′i is the encrypted identity of node
i by using its verifiable public key. ∗/
/∗numdisagree is the number of disagreement, N is the
total number of nodes ∗/

1 for i← 1 to N
2 Node i: Sends a challenge message

(IDi, (IDi)pki )EDEK ;
3 for j← 1 to N and j 6= i
4 Node j: Computes ((IDi, (IDi)pki )EDEK )DDEK and

ID′i← (IDi)Giverify ;
5 if the identity of the sender equals to IDi and

ID′i = (IDi)pki , then node j keeps silent;
6 else
7 Node j : numdisagree = numdisagree + 1;
8 end if
9 end for
10 if numdisagree ≤ N/3, then node i is the new KDC;
11 break;
12 else continue;
13 end if
14 end for

A. KEY RECOVERY ATTACK
In this work, we designed a verifiable public key generation
scheme by using McEliece cryptosystem. Its security equals
the work factor that obtains the private key from the public
information. The public information for each node i includes
si, ri and hi,1.
Theorem 1: The probability that deduces the private key

from published parameters is negligible if the block size of
the generator sub-matrix is larger than 512 bits.
Proof: As the security of McEliece cryptosystem has been

proved in [17], [18]. Thus the security of public key gener-
ation scheme equals the security of the private key. There
are two approaches to obtain the private key Hi: guessing
Hi directly or computing the secret vector hi,2 and hi,3 from
known information. For the first method, the probability that
guessing Hi correctly can be obtained by formula (8):

PH =
1(
n
w

) (8)

When r = 160, probability PH is about 2−198.46. The
probability PH increases to 2−471.21 when r = 512. The
work fact of this method is increasing exponentially with the
increase of block size r .

For the second method, the attacker needs to work out Hi,2
andHi,3 fromH−1i,2 Hi,3. Suppose that h

−1
i,2 = (x1, x2, · · · , xr ),
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hi,3 = (y1, y2, · · · , yr ), the first row of H−1i,2 Hi,3 is
(z1, z2, · · · , zr ). This problem can be transformed to solve the
equation set of formula (9):

x1y1 + x2yr + · · · + xry2 = z1
xry2 + x1y1 + · · · + xr−1y3 = z1
...

x2yr + x3yr−1 + · · · + x1y1 = z1
...

x1yr + x2yr−1 + · · · + xry1 = zr
xry1 + x1yr + · · · + xr−1y2 = zr
...

x2yr−1 + x3yr−2 + · · · + x1yr = zr

(9)

The addends of the r equations which equal to zi are shifted
cyclically, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , r}. Thus we have the formula
(10): 

x1y1 + x2yr + · · · + xry2 = z1
x1y2 + x2y1 + · · · + xry3 = z2
...

x1yr + x2yr−1 + · · · + xry1 = zr

(10)

Obviously, the equations have no solution because only zi
is known. Thus the only way to obtain Hi,2 and Hi,3 from
H−1i,2 Hi,3 is that guessing Hi,2 and Hi,3 separately. For a
(n, r,w)-QC-MDPC code, Hi,2 and Hi,3 are r × r circulant
matrixes. As m = 2, r = n/2,w =

√
nlog n, the probability

that guessingHi,2 andHi,3 can be computed by formula (11):

Ph =
1(

r
3
√
w/2

)(
r
w/2

) (11)

When r = 512 the probability that successfully guessing
Hi,2 and Hi,3 is 2−177.37. The probability will decrease with
the increasing of code length. It decreases to 2−267.13 when
r = 1024.
Therefore, in both of the two conditions, the work factor to

recover the secret key is higher than 2128 when r ≥ 512. The
security level is higher than 2192 when r ≥ 1024.

B. INFORMATION SET DECODING (ISD) ATTACK
ISD attack is a critical message recovery attack against
McEliece cryptosystem based on QC-MDPC code [19]. The
lowest work fact of ISD is shown as formula (12):

WF =

(
n
t

)
(
n− k − l
t − p

)(
k + l
p

) (12)

Here, l and p are parameters which relate to the code length
n, t = n/w is the maximum weight of the error vector e.
We compute the minimum work fact for different (n, r,w)

TABLE 1. The ISD work fact for different code length.

QC-MDPC codes, where p = 4 and l = 0.013n. The results
are shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, we can see that the proposed scheme is
secure when the block size r ≥ 1024. The security is improv-
ing with the increase of the code length.

Therefore, to achieve a higher level of security to resist
both key recovery attacks and ISD attacks, the block size
should larger than 1024 bit.

C. GJS ATTACK
GJS attack is proposed by Guo et al. in [20] to recover the
secret key. In this attack, the attacker generated a special error
vector set ϕd . All the vectors in set ϕd have t ones which
are placed as random pairs with distance d in the first half
of the vector. Then the attacker encrypts a message by using
the error vector in ϕd and sends it to Bob, Bob’s reactions
(in terms of decoding success or failure) is collected and
analyzed by the attacker to reconstruct the distance spectrum.
It is further used to recover the secret key of Bob. The attacker
goes through the following steps:

Step1: Compute the distance spectra of all the error vectors
D(e0),D(e1), . . . ,D(en01).
Step 2: If a distance d is contained in at least one spectrum

D(ei), increment the counter b(d) by 1.
Step 3:When the decoding of Bob is failed and the distance

d is contained in at least one spectrum D(ei), increment the
counter a(d) by 1.
Step 4: If a distance d is contained in the spectrum of the

first error vector D(e0), increment counter v(d) by 1.
Step 5:When the decoding of Bob is failed and the distance

d is contained in the spectrum of the first error vector D(e0),
increment the counter u(d) by 1.
After processing all the T ciphertexts, the four vectors are

used to construct the distance spectrum of the secret key H .
For a QC-MDPC code with 80 bit security (n0 = 2, n =
9602, r = 4801, w = 90, t = 84), it needs 356 million
ciphertexts to recover the secret key. This attack is further
analyzed in [21] by Baldi et al. The result is that a key pair of
QC-MDPC based cryptosystem has a lifetime of T̂ before it
is broken. The lifetime is computed by formula (13):

T̂ = âDFR−1 (13)

Here, â is the threshold of the expectation E[a(d)], which
corresponding to the lower bound of the successful attack.
DFR is the decoding failure rate. The GJS attack is simulated
for the proposed scheme. The result is that â is about 104

when DFR = 106. From formula (13), we can conclude that
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the key pairs of the proposed scheme with (n0 = 2, n =
2048, r = 1024,w = 40, t = 104) QC-MDPC code is secure
before it is used to encrypt 1010 ciphertexts. That is to say,
the proposed scheme is secure against the GJS attack when
the public key pair is updated for each 1010 ciphertexts.

D. BACKWARD SECRECY AND FORWARD SECRECY
Backward secrecy is used to prevent the new member from
decrypting messages exchanged before it joint to the group.
In this work, the group key will be updated by the KDC
when a new member joins. The parameter a1 is randomly
chosen by KDC to generate the new group key. Suppose
that the old group key is DEKold and the new group key is
DEKnew. The message exchanged before new member joint
to group denotes as EDEKold (M ). As the newmember only has
new group key DEKnew, The decryption process of the new
member is shown in formula (14):

M ′ = DDEKnew (EDEKold (M )) (14)

Here, DDEKnew (x) denotes the decryption of x by using
secret key DEKnew. Since the properties of hash function
guarantee DEKnew 6= DEKold , the new member cannot
decrypt EDEKold (M ) correctly. Thus the proposed scheme
keeps backward secrecy.

Forward secrecy is used to prevent the leaving member
from decrypting the group’s communication after its leaving.
In this work, the group key will be updated by KDC as soon
as the member leaving. The leaving member cannot decrypt
the messages because KDC does not send the new group key
to it. Therefore, the proposed scheme holds backward secrecy
and forward secrecy in key management.

E. COLLUSION ATTACK
Collusion attack is that the evicted members work together
and share their pieces of information to compute the new
group key. Suppose that the leaving node i collects all other
leaving nodes’ group keys, which denotes as DEKk , k ∈
{1, 2, · · · , v}. In this work, the group key is generated by
using DEK = hash(a1). Thus we can obtain formula (15):{

DEKk = hash(a1k ), k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , v}
DEKn = hash(a1,n)

(15)

Here, DEKn is the new group key, the parameter a1,n is
randomly chosen by KDC. From the properties of the hash
function, we can obtain formula (16):

DEKEn 6= DEKk , k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , v}, n 6= k (16)

The old group keys DEKk are absolutely useless for the
computation of the new group key DEKn. Thus the proposed
scheme can resist collusion attack.

V. SIMULATION TEST AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we simulated the proposed scheme on OPNET
and compared it with other keymanagement schemes in terms
of storage overhead, computation overhead, communication

overhead, interaction round and robustness. The compared
key management schemes are AGKM [7], the scheme pro-
posed in [10] which denotes as CGKEP, the scheme proposed
in [12] which denotes as DEKM, CL-EKM [14], SGKMP
[15] and MAKA [16]. Furthermore, we simulated the error
correction capacity of the proposed group key distribution
scheme over the noisy channel. In order to facilitate compari-
son, some parameters are given as below: K denotes a unit of
key and key material with 1K bit, N denotes the number of
the group member, l is the cluster number, nt is the threshold
value of secret share scheme.

A. SIMULATION TEST
To estimate the performance of the proposed scheme, we sim-
ulated it by using OPNET. In the simulation, the key man-
agement model is designed and simulated with different
number of nodes. The key management model is shown in
FIGURE. 2:

FIGURE 2. The opnet nodul of proposed scheme with 100 nodes.

In FIGURE. 2, the number of satellite nodes is N = 100.
They communicated with each other by using wireless radio
transmitter and receiver. We compared the message cost in
different phases. The result is shown in moving_agerage style
in FIGURE. 3 so that it can be seen more clearly:

FIGURE 3. The comparison of message cost in different phase with
100 nodes.

In FIGURE. 3, the horizontal axis is the simulation time,
the vertical axis is the message number. The message cost in
the initialization phase is 300. It is triple of the node number.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of storage overhead for different key management
schemes.

The message cost of the joint phase and leaving phase are
102 and 100 correspondingly. The message cost of the KDC
election is 1 when all of the nodes agree to the new challenger.
Furthermore, to estimate the message cost of different net-
work scale, we compared the message cost of 100 nodes and
200 nodes. The result is shown in FIGURE. 4:

As shown in FIGURE. 4, the red color is the message
cost of network with 200 nodes while the blue color is for
the network with 100 nodes. The message overhead for the
initialization, join and leave phases of the 200-node network
is twice that for the 100-node network. They are increasing
linearly with the increase of network scale. The message cost
of different network scales in the KDC election is very low,
which equals to 1.

B. STORAGE OVERHEAD
In the proposed scheme, in order to verify the other nodes
and elect new KDC, all of the nodes need to store its public-
private key pairs, the group key and (N − 1) other nodes’
public keys. So the storage overhead of the proposed scheme
is (N + 2)K . The comparison is shown in Table 2.
Here, l is the cluster number. As shown in Table 2, the

storage overhead of the proposed scheme is about 2N while
the storage overhead of distributed key management schemes
such as CGKEP and DEKM is a constant value. Its storage
overhead is approximately twice that of the decentralized
key management scheme such as CL-EKM and MAKA. The
character of centralized key management determines that its
storage overhead is higher than the decentralized key man-
agement. Furthermore, the KDC election is used to avoid the
single-point failure in the proposed scheme, which increases
the storage overhead of the member node. The storage cost of
the proposed scheme is lower than the traditional centralized
key management schemes such as AGKM.

C. COMPUTATION OVERHEAD
In this work, KDC and each member need N + 2 operations
in the initialization phase. When a new member is jointing,
the KDC needs N + 3 operations while the computation cost
of each member is 2. When a member is leaving, KDC gen-
erates and encrypts the new group key with each member’s
public key. Its computation cost is N . The comparison of
computation cost is shown in Table 3. Here, l is the cluster
number.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of message cost for different network scale in
different phase.

The total computation cost of the proposed scheme is com-
pared with other schemes. The number of nodes is changing
from 1 to 500. For convenience, the computation cost is
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TABLE 3. Comparison of computation overhead for different key management schemes.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of total computation overhead.

TABLE 4. Comparison of the message overhead for different key
management schemes.

transformed into logarithmic form base 2. The cluster number
is l = 10. The result is shown in FIGURE. 5.

From Table 3 and FIGURE. 5, we can see that the total
computation cost of the proposed scheme is lower than the
other schemes except for SGKMP. As the SGKMP only pro-
vides group key management, its computation cost is the low-
est. In our scheme, the computation used for the rekeying of
joining and leaving is less than AGKM, CGKEP andMAKA.
Hence, the computation overhead advantage of the proposed
scheme will increase with the nodes’ joining or leaving.

D. MESSAGE OVERHEAD
In our scheme, the DKC publishes each member’s public key
parameter and sends the group key to them in initialization.
Each member publishes its witness value so that it can be
verified. So the total message cost is 3N . In member joining

FIGURE 6. Comparison of total message overhead.

TABLE 5. Comparison of interaction round and robustness.

event, the KDC sends a random vector to the new member
and the new member publish its witness value. After verifi-
cation, the KDC sends the new group key to each member. Its
message cost is N + 2. When a member is leaving, the KDC
only needs to send the new group key to each member. So the
message cost is N . We compared the message overhead for
different key management scheme. In the comparison, l is the
cluster number, nt is the threshold value of the secret sharing
scheme. The result is shown in Table 4.

To validate the comparison in Table 4, we compute the
total message for different schemes on the different number
of nodes. The range of the node number changes from 0 to
500. Here, we set l = 10 and nt = 0.7N . The result is shown
in FIGURE. 6.

The Table 4 and FIGURE. 6 imply that the message cost
of the proposed scheme is higher than classical central-
ized schemes but lower than the distributed scheme CGKEP
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TABLE 6. qualitative comparison between the different key management schemes.

and the decentralized key management schemes CL-EKM.
Though the message cost of the decentralized key manage-
ment scheme such as SGKMP and MAKA is lower than
the proposed scheme, they either do not provide authen-
tication or do not provide dynamic key management. The
proposed scheme takes a large number of messages to gen-
erate and verify the public key of nodes while the traditional
centralized schemes such as AGKM only provide group key
management. The security of their group key distribution is
granted by the extra cryptosystem. So the proposed scheme
achieves higher robustness and security by sacrificing the
message cost.

E. INTERACTION ROUND AND ROBUSTNESS
The interaction round is another indicator to estimate the key
management scheme. In this work, KDC needs to generate
the nodes’ public key and group key in the initialization
stage. In joining event and leaving event, only needs KDC to
generate and distribute a new group key. Thus, only one round
is needed in each of these stages. Furthermore, the proposed
scheme is robust against single-point failures. The compari-
son is shown in Table 5.

From Table 5 we can see that the proposed scheme pro-
vides tolerance of single-point failure with fewer interaction
rounds. Though AGKM also has lower interaction rounds,
it is unavailable if its KDC is failed. The distributed key
management schemes and the decentralized key management
schemes need at least 6 rounds to provide tolerance of single-
point failure. The large number of interaction round makes
them infeasible in the space networks.

F. ERROR CORRECTION CAPACITY
The group key is usually encrypted to guarantee security
during its distribution. In this work, we encrypted the group
key by using McEilece cryptosystem which based on QC-
MDPC code. We simulated the error correction capacity of
the proposed group key distribution scheme over the noisy
channel, in which the group key is encrypted by theMcEliece
cryptosystem based on (2048, 1024, 40) QC-MDPC. MD5 is
used to map the identity to hIDi . Hi,1 is generated by using
formula (3). The other parameters such as si, hi,2, hi,3 used in
the proposed scheme are generated randomly. The Hamming
weight of the generated QC-MDPC code is 40. Furthermore,
we compared the bit error rate (BER) of the proposed scheme

FIGURE 7. Comparison of BER of key distribution schemes over noisy
channel.

with the key distribution scheme which encrypted the group
key by using AES. The result is shown in FIGURE. 7.

From FIGURE.7, we can see that the BER of the proposed
scheme reduced to 0 when the single noise rate (SNR) is
higher than 5 while the BER of AES always approximates to
1. This means that the proposed scheme can correct all of the
errors in the received keys when SNR ≥ 5, while the classical
key management always obtains error keys. Furthermore,
the error correction capacity is increasing with the increase of
code length. Thus, the proposed scheme can resistant channel
noise and improve the success of key distribution greatly.

A qualitative comparison between the different key man-
agement schemes in terms of storage cost, computation cost,
message cost, authentication, public key management, group
key management, no single-point failure and error correction
capacity is provided in Table 6:

From the above, we can conclude that the proposed scheme
provides high security and robustness with lower computa-
tion cost and interaction round. As a centralized key manage-
ment scheme, the storage overhead of our scheme is lower
than the classical centralized key management schemes such
as AGKM. Though its message overhead is higher than the
traditional centralized key management schemes, the ability
to tolerate single-point failure overcomes the critical flaw of
centralized key management schemes. Furthermore, it pro-
vides authentication, public key management and group key
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management simultaneously while the traditional schemes
provide only group key management. The message overhead
of the proposed scheme is higher than the decentralized
key management schemes such as SGKMP and MAKA.
However, the distributed key management schemes and the
decentralized key management schemes need more round
of interaction, which introduces a long time delay. Instead,
the proposed scheme needs only one round. Furthermore,
it can correct the errors caused by the noise so that the effi-
ciency of key distribution is improved vastly. Thus, the pro-
posed scheme has a significant advantage against the other
key management schemes in space network.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel centralized identity-based
key management scheme by using McEliece public key cryp-
tosystem for space network. The certificateless public-key of
each node is generated by using the identity-based McEliece
public key generation scheme. The identity of space nodes
is used as a partial parameter of the nodes’ public key to
provide authentication. Furthermore, it can correct the errors
caused by noise and resist the quantum attack. The hash
function is employed to generate the group key which keeps
the forward and backward secrecy. During the distribution
of the group key, the group key is encrypted by the node’s
public key so that the security and reliability are ensured
simultaneously. The KDC election mechanism is designed to
avoid single-point failure. This overcomes the critical flaw
that the traditional centralized key management scheme is
unavailable when the KDC is failed. The comparisons of the
proposed scheme with other schemes show that our scheme
has higher security, higher robustness, lower storage overhead
and lower interaction rounds. Therefore, we can conclude that
the proposed key management scheme is suitable in space
networks for its excellent security, reliability and efficiency.
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